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Robbery game iphone

I'm not going to lie, the decision to review Impossible Games for an iPhone wasn't an easy decision because it's, well, almost impossible! I'm embarrassed to admit I haven't made it past the first level. Still, I'm still having fun, and I'm totally addicted. So I decided that Impossible Game is worth the grade. The Impossible Game is a side
scrolling platformer and was the best-selling Xbox Live Indie Game. You can compare it to the popular action platformer bit trip runner based on rhythm. Part of what makes it impossible to play so hard is that when you die, you immediately regain the beginning level. If you want to practice a certain section level, you can drop the flag as a
checkpoint to enter practice mode, but you still won't get the credit for completing the level until you play through the whole level without dying. In Impossible Game, control the square as it scrolls through the screen. You can perform one action with this square - jump. One stroke anywhere on the screen will make your block jump, and if
you hold your finger, it will constantly jump until you drop. Any small defect, such as landing on a pointer (triangle) or in a dark area, will cause immediate death and re-emergence at the beginning of the level. One of my favorite features of Game Impossible is not just its incredibly streamlined design, but its music. Music and The
Impossible Game were literally made for each other and we should never play this game without an official game of music. For example, there are times of your jumping in rhythm with music, and when the level is more intense, so does the music. Seriously, music that is combined with impossible play adds a significant amount to the
overall experience. The good Lives up to its name Addicting No load time after failing a level Amazing music The bad Makes Me feel like a loser by keeping track of how many attempts I've had the bottom line The Impossible Game is seriously an incredibly addicting and wickedly hard game with amazingly perfect music to go along with it.
Although the game is tough and requires some skill to remember, It is an impossible game is an extremely fun really good time killer – perhaps a predomor at the time of killing. $0.99 - Download Now We can earn a commission for purchases using our links. More. Simple Mind Games is a fun small collection of brain teasers that will test
your memory and problem solving skills. It has 8 mini games: Spelling, Flash, Shapes, Math, Red, Reaction, Recall and Matching. For each game you have 1 minute to test your skills. If you have more correct questions in a row, you earn more time. The number of questions you need to get it right and the time you've earned varies
depending on which game you're playing. In Spelling, you're told 4 words are written, three of which are misspelled. Tap all the words that are written correctly. In Flash, the number will flash on the and you must enter it when it disappears. In shapes, you are 4 shapes at the same time. Each shape is colored and has a shape name under
it. You must select the shape that the correct name is associated with. The Math game will show you incomplete equations and your task is to select the number to take the question mark place. Don't forget the surgeries! In order, you need to tap the numbers in ascending order. You start with only four numbers, but it's going to go up to
eight digits. In the game Reaction, you get a grid of 4x4 light blue circles. When one of the circles turns green, you need to tap it. Watch out, sometimes they turn red. Don't turn on the red lights! A reminder is a memory game where 4 or 8 numbers will flash on the screen. Then you will get the number and tap the box that held that
number. It's pretty easy with only 4 numbers, but quite challenging with 8 numbers. In a match game, you simply have to say that the weather format displayed is the same as the previous format that was on the screen. Remember, just because the color changes doesn't mean it's not the same shape! Simple Mind Games is a free
download and includes spelling, flash and shapes. You can buy other games as an in-app purchase for $1.99. Good Nice, clean design Simple but challenging You can play one game in 1-2 minutes Bad Not graph or anything to see your past results and if there was an improvement bottom line Simple Mind Games is a large small
collection of games that is sure to workout your brain. Most mini-games can be enjoyed by children and adults. The hardest game for me is to remember what's yours? We can earn a commission for purchases using our links. More. As Advance Wars: Dual Strike proved when it was first released for Nintendo DS in 2005, the turn-based
strategy games are a genre made to control the touchscreen. Attracting developers have quickly realized the potential of the iPhone to deliver games of this nature, and there are tons of high-profile strategy releases for the platform since the launch of the App Store and much more since we last updated this list. RTS is another subgener
of all-enlauing label strategy that has traditionally been reserved for PC gamers, but little creative thought and intuitive plan control scheme has led to the creation of many quality RTS iPhone games as well, proving that if there is a will to make something work on the iPhone, there is probably a way. 10 | Avalon Wars Although Avalon
Wars is a little rough around the edges and heavy on the menus, but as a strategy game, it is incredibly deep. If you take the role of one of the three factions that colonize the universe, you have the task of maintaining the troops' units while upgrading and expanding your home base. Various missions give you the tools and equipment
needed to increase the effectiveness of your army, and in many cases, battles come down to how well prepare your Units. When you are in battle, the game automatically calculates your victory, which means that your stat crushing is your best weapon. As a single-player game, the campaign is interesting enough to be over- by the low
price. 9 | The Great Little War Game Great Little War Game (GLWG) maps the strategy formula of advanced wars based on the iPhone touchscreen. Capture bases, acquire resources, and deploy troops to destroy enemy armies or capture their headquarters. The touchscreen is a natural interface for strategic game, which is why most
GLWG works elegantly. Sending units to die is as simple as tapping them and their goal on a hexagonal network. The unit deployment screen is large enough – and the number of units small enough – to inadvertently avoid making a transport truck instead of a tank. You can also zoom in and out of the battlefield at your leisure time,
allowing you to switch between macro- and micro-members. Between how good the strategy works and how easy it is for GLWG to play, it can be easy to get into just another twist of habit that many of the best strategic games are known for. Given a few caves, the Great Little War game fills the void once filled by Advance Wars, and it's
frankly one of the biggest compliments I could pay for. 8 | Everlands While the game has a cute factor that could turn off a more grown-up audience, the strategies involved in this hexagonal, turn-based strategic game are surprisingly complex. You start with a select number of pieces of animal game that can only attack certain directions
and have a certain health and strength of attack. You need to strategically place each piece so that you can catch the opposite pieces, eventually covering most of the board. Does that sound simple? Not. Your opponent can also attack pieces of your army, hoping to turn them to your side. Factor in some special abilities and you have a
game that starts easily and then develops into a real headache for iPhone generals. 7 | Supremacy Wars Much like Clickgamer's modern clash, War dominance is a real-time strategy game where players are required to move troops quickly across the map to capture buildings. Capturing enemy territory will create more soldiers in your
army, which will make it easier to crush your opponent. All the structures on the maps have a number that lebi above them, which shows how many soldiers are building houses, and if you send enough soldiers to defeat these soldiers, you will be able to capture the structure for yourself. Games end when one player has successfully
stolen all the structures of opponents. It's a simple concept, but there's a hidden depth that can be quickly discovered by fast-moving players. War dominance certainly feels quite similar to the previously modern conflict at first, but it will quickly become apparent that this is a much deeper game with a massive pile of things that players
have to do. Rich system for niving, many spells and abilities that can be used to travel with opponents, and unlock ways all serve to make this a game that is plush with strategic potential. The only thing that this game is really missing is online multiplayer. If that doesn't help you, give the money to Chilling now. 6 | The rebirth of happiness
With a name that is untholy unthoed and unwritten as a rebirth of happiness, you would think that this would be a Square-Enix game. While this is not entirely accurate, it is also not far from the truth, as the game admits to borrowing heavily from Final Fantasy Tactics right in its App store description. There is literally no story in the game;
Only a few soldiers, archers and thieves have been supplied to you to destroy people who have committed no crime other than that they are differently colored than you. There is not much diversity in the game stage, as each map is designed according to a giant chess board, which is disappointing given the high quality of the artistic style,
and after exposure to the dialogue, the game seems to have been hinged by someone with about 45 seconds of Experience with The English language. Obviously there are several polished games on the App Store, but there is definitely enough fun to be here that the game is worth a discount price point. Page 2 If Starcraft II was
available for download from the App Store, it would very easily take over the top of this list. It's not (yet) but let Gameloft provide a cheap substitute where they see demand. Like many other of their games, StarFront is a much smaller imitation of an almost universal adoration game. In Gameloft's defense, though, StarFront is much better
at aping Starcraft than, for example, 9mm is on aping Max Payne. This is largely due to the fact that the touchscreen lends much more in the selection and management of units than to the twitching-based action. This is a competent, portable version of the real thing, which, combined with high production value, a long one-player
campaign and multiplayer mode, forms a package that is worth the price. 4 | Galcon Galcon is probably the simplest game on this list, making it also the easiest to pick and play. The aim of the game is to reach the interstellar map by sending your ships from the planet to the planet. Larger plants produce more ships, but they are harder to
run, and the opposite is true of smaller plants. The strategy is to maintain momentum, knowing when, where and by what force to attack. There are several different game modes, each fun and worthy of your time, but the principle remains the same throughout: stay on the offensive and let your ship move in the right direction. The speed
with which you tap across the screen is almost as important as strategic thinking, so that choice would best suit those who like to twitch a little bit with their strategic games. 3 | Catan When Klaus Teuber went to create a simple, enjoyable game to play with his wife and children, he never imagined that his idea would one day manifest itself
as one the first German games on the board, which reached notoriety outside Europe. Die Siedler von Catan was first published in Germany in 1995 and went on to sell more than 15 million copies in 30 different languages into which it was translated, eventually coming to the U.N. as Catan settlers.Players cannot be eliminated and there
is always the possibility of a comeback for those who seem bad to Catan playing, which is well off for multiplayer. Given that the lack of online multiplayer versions of the iPhone is disappointing, but local hot seat multiplayer and intelligent A.I. opponents in single-player mode makes Catan's App Store debut worth buying. 2 | Army of
Darkness Defense If you haven't experienced the horror comedy trilogy of Sam Raimin, The Wicked Dead, Netflix do it all at once. The third entry in the clinically insane film series, Armada themes, serves as a brood for Backflip Studios' (Paper Toss, Ragdoll Blaster) new iOS title, a castle-defense game where you take on the role of Ash
Williams when he takes on the waves of Deadites. Army of Darkness: Defense may not break a lot of ground, but it's one of the best games of its kind that keeps things interesting by maintaining the pumping of new enemies (Deadites, Evil Ash), attacks (bumstick, Necronomicon), and uniform types (Henry, Wiseman), all of which are
references to Raimi's cult-classic film. The game is even full of Bruce Campbell's cheese-liners, such as Hail to the King, Baby, (who later appeared in the series Duke Nukem). 1 | Sid Meier's Civilization series has long held a special place in the hearts of many game players, almost all of them PC players. When the 2K console port of the
legendary franchise, The Civilisation Revolution, after its release in 2008, infuriation to almost universally positive reactions, it became apparent that Civ could be done well on platforms other than PC. With a set of features that are comparable to the console version and control the superior version of the DS, the iPhone customization of
civilization is probably the best version of the game.2K did not leave the iPhone version of the Civ Rev stagnate, regularly updating to address players' complaints. A significant number of gaming civilizations, scenarios and strategic options for attack and defense make the ultra portable edition of the game a complete port that will not
disappoint fans of the console edition. Zoom-pinch camera controls to take advantage of the iPhone's superior touchscreen and the game looks excellent in the high resolution in which it is displayed. PC gamers with friendly memories of civilizational games should definitely check this, and tutorials should be enough to familiarize novices
with deeper game concepts. This story, the 10 best strategic games on the iPhone was originally released by GamePro. Note: When you buy something after clicking links in our articles, we can earn a small commission. Read our for more details. Details.
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